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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new adaptive omnidirectional video (ODV) streaming system that uses visual
attention (VA) maps, providing enhanced virtual reality (VR)
video experiences. Our proposed method benefits from dynamic
tiling and viewport-aware bitrate allocation algorithms. Our main
contribution is utilizing the VA maps for deciding the tiling
structure (i.e., tile scheme) per chunk and distributing a given
bitrate budget to each tile in a viewport-aware way. For this, we
first estimate viewport-based VA maps using the collected users’
viewport trajectories. Then, an optimal pair of tiling scheme and
unequal bitrate allocation for each tile of a given content is determined per chunk by calculating the expected viewport quality
using our proposed VA-weighted objective quality measurement
(OmniVA). We evaluate the proposed method performance with
varying bandwidth conditions and viewport trajectories from
different users. The results show that the proposed method
significantly outperforms the existing tiled-based method in terms
of viewport-PSNR.
Index Terms—omnidirectional video, visual attention, tiling,
adaptive streaming, virtual reality

I. I NTRODUCTION
Significant industrial investment can be observed these days
regarding immersive virtual reality (VR) applications using
omnidirectional video (ODV), also known as 360° video. ODV
is typically captured by multiple cameras that cover 360° of
the scene, rendered through head-mounted displays (HMDs)
which allow the viewers to look around a scene from a central
point of view in VR. This emerging representation achieves
more immersive experience than consuming traditional video
sequences.
The delivery of perceptually acceptable quality level, however, is a challenging task for ODV because of the limitations
of the present Internet, processing and decoding constraints
on the available client devices [1]. Existing HMDs have
a viewable field of view and use only a fraction of the
given ODV at a given time, namely viewport. Therefore,
transmission of ultra-high resolution of ODV (e.g., ≥ 8K×4K)
is needed to obtain a decent VR video quality level. In this
context, transmission of a region-of-interest at a time [2]–[4],
or viewport-dependent solutions [5]–[7], can reduce the required transmission bandwidth of ODV. However, in scenarios
with delay-prone communication pipelines [8] and rapid head
orientation activities [9], such solutions are merely inefficient
to comply with the motion-to-photon latency requirement, thus
penalizing the quality of experience (QoE) [2].

To provide seamless video playback, videos are delivered
over the Internet using the MPEG-Dynamic adaptive streaming
over HTTP (DASH) [10], [11] standard. In DASH, each video
has a set of DASH representations that contain its different
bitrate levels. Each DASH representation consists of multiple
self-decodable time segments, namely chunks, which can be
individually requested and decoded by DASH players.
Given its interactive look-around nature with its very large
resolution requirement, transmission of ODV demands effective compression and streaming solutions to meet both
network and device constraints. To this end, tile-based encoding [12] with the spatial representation description feature of
DASH [10] can manage the transmission of high-resolution
videos. Tiles are self-decodable spatial regions that allow the
client to select which portions have to be extracted from a
given bitstream [3], [4], [10], [12], [13]. In addition, tilebased encoding introduces several opportunities for usage
in the video. For example, partial decoding [10], [14]–[16],
cost-effective video coding [6], [17]–[19], and utilizing visual
attention (VA) maps [20] in video streaming can be possible.
VA maps describe how the users consume a given video at a
given time [9].
Although tile-based encoding can provide several new benefits, the selected tiling scheme impacts the ODV streaming
efficiency [7], [21]. More clearly, the tiling scheme represents
the spatial partitioning structure [16] that contains a set of
non overlapping tiles. Larger tiles can increase the coding gain
for some content by exploiting a large number of redundant
pixels, but less flexibility of exploiting the redundant pixels
outside the viewport region [7]. In contrast, using small tiles
can decrease the coding efficiency because of exploiting fewer
spatial redundancies. Therefore, it is necessary to find an
appropriate tiled representation for a given ODV; thus, a smart
delivery strategy can save network bandwidth and improve the
overall QoE [22].
This paper proposes a novel adaptive streaming solution
to obtain a decent VR video quality through delay-prone
networks. The objective is to provide high video quality by
finding the most appropriate tile sizes and target encoding
bitrate level for each tile of a given ODV by consulting
VA maps. For this, we developed a novel VA-driven quality
metric for ODV, namely, OmniVA, to determine the optimal
tiling scheme for each chunk and to allocate an appropriate
target encoding bitrate for each tile from a given bitrate

budget. Users’ viewport trajectories [23] are transformed to
the viewport-based VA maps, and the most appropriate tiling
scheme with the required encoding bitrate for each tile is then
determined using the developed OmniVA metric on a chunk
basis. The proposed design does not require any modification
of the existing DASH players, being entirely transparent to
them. As such, we expect that our work will provide beneficial
input for the streaming industry considering the transmission
of dynamic tiled ODV for each chunk and varying bitrate for
each tile with the help of VA maps. To verify our method, we
recorded viewport trajectories from participants in disjointed
subjective viewing sessions using an HMD, estimated the
viewport objective quality scores and compared our proposed
method with the reference solution, which is based on a naive
tiled-based adaptive streaming approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we summarize the related work on adaptive ODV
streaming. We then describe the proposed system in Sec. III.
We present evaluation results in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Sec. V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recent research works focus on adaptive ODV streaming using fixed-sized tiles. Various practical adaptation strategies, for
example, were discussed in [2] using the tile-based encoding.
In addition, navigation-aware transmission strategy is proposed
in [21], where the viewport quality is enhanced by optimizing
the downloading rate of each tile. Visual attention model
was consider in [24] to navigate throughout omnidirectional
image. Furthermore, Xie et al. minimized the total expected
distortion of the prefetched tiles using the probabilistic model
in [25]. Although their described strategy is ideal for saving
bandwidth, it requires extremely low end-to-end delay [2] to
predict accurate viewports for each client and content. Hence,
the overall QoE might well be deteriorated by the inaccurate
predictions.
Viewport-dependent techniques are ideal to save bandwidth
in ODV streaming. Two different encoded versions of the
same content, for example, were delivered in [6] to reduce
the transmission rate of a given ODV. In the work, the tiles
that were overlapped with the current viewport were streamed
in high resolution while the rest of the tiles were streamed in
low resolution. Similarly, a viewport-adaptive video delivery
system was developed in [26] that uses tiles and different
DASH representations that differ by their bitrate and different
scene regions. In addition, an optimal DASH representation
for each tile was requested in a viewport aware manner in [7].
Several version of DASH representations were generated for
different viewport positions in [27], where the opposite areas
of the defined viewport were set to black to reduce the
encoding bitrate. Similarly, various viewport-dependent cube
map projection-based tiles were prepared in [5], and streamed
to clients based on their viewport positions. However, none
of the described works consider dynamic tiling and viewportbased VA maps, which are the major contributions of our work.

III. P ROPOSED SYSTEM
We consider an end-to-end adaptive streaming system for
VR to deliver very high resolution of ODVs over the Internet
as depicted in Fig. 1. The proposed system enables DASHVR clients to navigate through a delivered ODV and creates
an immersive VR experience with HMDs. The server side of
the proposed system contains tiling, encoding, estimation of
VA map, optimization of tile scheme, and packing for adaptive
streaming.
Each captured ODV is first mapped onto a 2D plane
using the projection techniques for backward-compatibility
purpose with the existing video coding standards. Because
the equirectangular projection (ERP) [28] is the most widely
deployed ODV format currently [29], we consider the use of
ERP as the input ODV format, which contains full panoramic
360° horizontal and 180° vertical views of the captured scene.
A given ERP content is then divided into a predetermined
number of tiles which in turn are encoded at various bitrate
levels. Each encoded tile is then segmented into chunks and
stored in the HTTP server. To this end, a set of several
predetermined tiling schemes is available to prepare the DASH
representations at each target bitrate budget. For a given tiling
scheme, a viewport-based tile bitrate allocation algorithm is
applied with the objective of reinforcing the quality of the
selected viewport, which is estimated using VA maps. Each
VA map is generated using the recorded dataset in [23], which
contains viewport trajectories.
Finally, the proposed system selects the optimal tiling
schemes for each chunk of a given DASH representation based
on the expected viewport quality of a given content using the
generated VA maps. The selection of optimal tiling schemes is
carried out on a chunk basis. Thus, for each chunk within each
representation, a decision about the most appropriate tiling
scheme is made. Hence, full 360° tiled chunks are delivered
to the clients upon their HTTP requests. This way, the QoE
for ODV is not negatively affected by inevitable end-to-end
streaming latency.
A. Estimation of visual attention map
Given the collection of viewport trajectories in [23]1 , a
viewport-based VA map is estimated for each chunk of an
ODV. In this work, each VA map serves as an image of the
same size of a given content, and its pixel values represent the
viewing attention that the clients have paid to the analogous
pixels in the ODV. The higher the pixel value is, the more
times the pixel at that position in the ODV has been watched.
For this, from each recorded viewport trajectory (a pair of
u and v texture coordinates), the viewport area is estimated,
and an attention mask, Vθ,Φ , is created. In the mask, pixels
within the viewport are one and pixels outside are zero. As
there is a gradually decreasing visual acuity from the center
of the viewport toward edges of the viewport [30], isotropic
Gaussian filtering is then applied in the viewport domain to
1 https://github.com/cozcinar/omniAttention
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed adaptive ODV streaming system for VR.
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lower the contribution of the pixels as their distance to the
center of the viewport grows.
Given a particular client, c ∈ C, for the k-th chunk all the
generated filtered masks are fused together resulting in the
chunk, and viewport-based VA map for c, denoted as ak,c .
Then, each client contribution is added again resulting in the
final viewport-based VA map, Ak :
1 X
Ak =
ak,c ,
(1)
|C|
c∈C
P
where ak,c =
G(Vθ,Φ , σ), and G(Vθ,Φ , σ) is the Gaussian
filter applied to the attention mask. The filter strength is
controlled by the constant of σ, which is chosen as 15 as
suggested in [30].
B. Optimization of tiling scheme
The proposed system works by dividing a given ODV
into tiles using the tiling scheme, paying attention to the
typically lower importance and low-motion characteristics of
the poles and the dominant viewing adjacency of the equatorial
region [9], [31]. As the poles occupy the largest regions of
redundant pixels [32], in those areas, larger tile resolution size
is used to compress them using a lower bitrate. In addition,
as the equator is associated with the most dominant viewing
adjacency, it is further divided horizontally into several tiles in
a dynamic way to achieve higher coding gain. Fig. 3 illustrates
the used tiling scheme in this paper.
Each given ODV consists of a set of tiles, T , of various
sizes and each i-th tile, ti ∈ T , has m different target
encoding bitrates {Rt1i . . . Rtmi }. Thus, to build the set of
DASH representations, an optimal pair of tiling scheme and
bitrate allocation for its tiles has to be determined.
A tiling scheme, Ts , can then be defined as a selection
of a subset of tiles in T that cover without overlapping the
whole 360° area. We consider that there exists a predefined
set of nt possible tiling schemes, TS , that is evaluated in the

Fig. 3: The used tiling scheme with its different structures.
optimization process. Therefore, let Rr be the target bitrate of
the r-th DASH representation. For each k chunk, the optimal
∗
tiling scheme Ts,k
can then be calculated as follows:
∗
Ts,k
= max QS (Ts , Ak , B(Rr , .)),
Ts ∈TS

(2)

where QS (·) represents the expected quality of Ts applied to
the content, taking into account the VA map Ak and following
a bit allocation function, B(Rr , ·), subject to a target bitrate
Rr .
1) Viewport-based bitrate allocation for tiles: For any tiling
scheme, Ts , to be considered in the optimization process, we
propose to adopt the bitrate allocation algorithm for tile bitrate
management at the client side presented in [7] to the conditions
of our approach on the server side. The idea is to distribute
the target bitrate Rr among the tiles reinforcing those that
are placed within a viewport with high VA values, V r . Thus,
our proposed bit allocation function will depend on the target
bitrate and the selected viewport: B(Rr , V r ).
Let S in and S out be the sets of tiles inside the viewport
or overlapping with it, and outside the viewport respectively.
The bitrate assigned to the i-th tile in S in is the following:
ft = (γRr )ωi
R
i

ti ∈ S in ,

(3)

where γ defines the percentage of the bitrate that is assigned
to the tiles in S in and ωi is the weight of the i-th tile. In this
work, γ is selected as 0.8 empirically, and ωi is calculated as:
ωi =

# of pixels in (V r ∩ S in )
.
# of pixels in V r

(4)

To gradually distribute the remaining bitrate among the
outside-viewport tiles, the Euclidean distance, δi , is calculated
between the center of V r , and the center of each tile in S out .
The bitrate estimation for the i-th outside tile is then estimated
being inversely proportional to δi :
ft = κbi ((1 − γ)Rr ) ti ∈ S out ,
R
i
where κbi is calculated as κbi =

κi
Σi κi

and κi =

max{δi }
.
δi

(5)

Finally, to accommodate the DASH representations, from
the set of encoded versions of each tile, the ones with the
bitrate closest to the computed values are selected, on the
condition that the total bitrate is not higher than the target
bitrate, Rr .
2) Estimation of the quality of a tiling scheme: For a
given chunk, a choice of tiling scheme and viewport input for
the bitrate allocation algorithm, (Ts , V r ) is used. Therefore,
the bitrate allocation of the tiling scheme will reinforce the
quality of the input viewport at the expense of the rest of
the ODV area. However, during the duration of a chunk, the
user may look at different parts of the 360° scene. Thus, to
measure the performance of a given pair (Ts , V r ) considering
this fact, we propose to compute the tiling scheme objective
quality PSNR in a number of nonoverlapping viewports. These
viewports will be those most-probably watched according
to the chunk VA map. Fig. 2 illustrates a VA map with
its most-likely selected viewport. We refer to our proposed
quality measurement as Omnidirectional VA-weighted PSNR
(OmniVA-PSNR).
Let {Vi } represent the set of the NV most-probably watched
and nonoverlapping viewports according to the visual map.
Thus, the quality of a pair (Ts , V r ), can be estimated as:
QS (Ts , Ak , B(V r , Rr )) =

Nv
X

PAk (Vi )Qm (Vi , B(V r , Rr ))

To estimate VA maps and viewing trajectories for viewportbased quality measurements, the previously developed testbeds [9] were extended to gather subjective user data for the
given videos. We organized subjective experiments under taskfree conditions. A total of 17 participants (13 males and four
females) took part in the test. Participants were split into two
groups for (i) modeling of VA data and (ii) validation of
the proposed approach, consisting of 12 and 5 participants,
respectively. In our subjective tests, we used the Oculus Rift
consumer version [36] as an HMD and Firefox Nightly as a
web browser. Each participant was seated in a rotatable chair
and allowed to turn freely.
B. Performance evaluation
To verify and assess the expected coding gains, we
have compared our proposed method with fixed-sized tiling
schemes with the number of tiles N ={6, 10, 18}. We computed
rate-distortion curves for all the schemes using our OmniVAPSNR measurement at the bitrates of the target DASH representations {2, 5, 10, 15, 20} Mbps. Fig 4 (a,b) shows how our
approach outperforms by a significant margin the fixed tiled
schemes. As was expected, our dynamic tiling scheme is able
to reinforce those areas of the ODV scene that are more likely
to be watched.

(6)

Sequence

where PAk (.) is the probability that a viewport be watched
according to the VA map, Qm (.) represents the PSNR value
of the encoded representation of the viewport according to the
tiling scheme and bitrate allocation done, and O represents the
remainder of the ODV area that is not covered by any {Vi }.

Train
Basketball

i=1
r

+ PAk (O)Qm (O, B(V , Rr ))

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Setup
We use the following two ODVs (8K×4K ERP) from the
JVET and MPEG video coding exploration experiments: V
= {Train, Basketball} [33]. The HEVC standard [34] was
utilized to encode each tile of a given ODV. For this, we
used the FFmpeg software (ver. N-85291) [35] for encoding
purposes with two-pass and 200 percent constrained variable
bitrate configurations. In addition, we used a set of target
bitrates B = {1, 1.20, 1.44, 1.73, 2.07, 2.49, 2.10, 3.58, 4.30,
5.16, 6.19, 7.43, 8.92, 10.70, 12.84, 15.41, 18.49, 22.19, 26.62,
31.95, 38.34, 46.01} (in terms of Mbps) to encode each ODV
content. To enable selectively choosing various tile sizes and
bitrate level combinations per chunk, each ODV frame was
divided into N tiles, encoded to be independently decodable.
Each bitstream was divided into 2 sec. chunks. Two tiles were
used for the poles, and N − 2 tiles were used for the equator.
We examined our proposed method with the reference naive
tiled-based adaptive streaming approach that used N fixedsized tiles, namely fixed-sized N tiles. Therefore, the encoded
bitrate for each tile of a given video is equally distributed for
the reference methods by dividing the target bitrate to a given
N tiles.

Fixed-size tiles
N =6

N = 10

N = 18

1.06
0.69

0.93
0.92

1.10
1.19

TABLE I: Quality gain of the proposed method in terms of
BD quality (dB) saving.
Moreover, this gain has been characterized in terms of the
Bjøntegaard metric [37] in Table I. It can be observed that for
both sequences, quality gains ranging from 0.69 dB to 1.19 dB
have been obtained with our approach.
Sequence
Train
Basketball

Number of tiles
N=6

N=10

N=18

75%
40%

25%
60%

0%
0%

TABLE II: Selected tiling schemes (in terms of %) for the
proposed method.
Table II shows the distribution of the decisions made by the
algorithm. It can be observed that the tiling scheme choices
are different according to the VA maps of each sequence.
In addition, it is also worth noting that for these two test
sequences, the N = 18 tiling scheme was not suitable due
to the characteristics of their VA maps.
As a further assessment, we computed the PSNR of the
actual viewports observed by the users at each frame of the
sequence. Here, we simulate the varying bandwidth, which is
shown in blue dashed line. Results have been averaged for the
trajectories of the five users left for validation. Fig. 4 (c,d)
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Fig. 4: (a,b) Performance comparison using the RD curves computed with the average OmniVA-PSNR. (c,d) viewport-PSNR
quality over frame between the proposed and the reference methods on varying bandwidth (Mbps).

shows how our approach is able to optimize the DASH
representations based on the VA map of the sequence. As
can be observed, for almost all the frames of the sequences
and given different bitrates, the quality of the viewports that
the user is actually watching is higher than that of the fixed
schemes.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper introduced a new adaptive omnidirectional video
(ODV) streaming system, utilizing visual attention (VA) maps.
Our proposed method does not need any modification at the
client side, being entirely transparent to the existing DASH
players. The developed system aimed at an enhanced quality
of ODV streaming viewed in head-mounted displays. For
this, the proposed method utilized dynamic-sized tiles per
chunk and varying bitrate allocation per tile by consulting
the estimated VA maps. The performance of the proposed
method was verified in experimental evaluations. The results
showed that our proposed method achieves significant quality
gain compared with the fixed-sized tiling methods which are
a naive approach and used by most existing tiling based ODV
streaming solutions. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of the proposed method in adaptive ODV streaming.
As future work, we plan to extend the proposed system by
considering additional tile schemes and investigating the effect
of viewport quality using comprehensive user datasets and
ODV sequences.
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